
For when  you want a quality Large Projection 
Screen to complete your project (3M wide plus)

Probably the easiest screen to install on ceiling or wall due to the channel fix brackets that enable 
the screen to be rested on brackets (and moved) before tightening the lock screw. 

Each Screen over 3M in the Mayfair range comes with a radio freqeuncy control box (40m range) which 
incorporates an RS232 and zero volt contact closure socket inside.  There is a cable from the left hand 
side of the screen that has approx 1.4M of 4 core cable into the control box. There is then a further 1.4M 
of three core cable terminating in a UK plug.

If you require a longer cable please enquire when placing the order.

Ease of Installation and control 

SKU = RFR-IP
Optional Accessories

STR for radio linking to the control box from the 
power sensing module - SKU = STR 
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Fabrics Used
This range of front projection screens uses Quad laminated fibreglass material with a profession-
ally coated surface to ensure a really good flat surface for projection. They have black backing 
and are suitable to be used in front of windows or over radiators. 

The middle structure comprises of  top grade fiberglass serving as the support layer. With the 
same width distance between the horizontal and vertical lines, the fabric thickness is 0.7mm and 
free of curving it is non-stretchable. The maximum fabric width is 5meters equating to a seam-
less 400” diagonal screen in 16:9 format. Viewing content right up to the latest 4K resolution 
will produce a top quality image.

Other Sapphire products to consider
In a worship or Hall/Stage setting Sapphire have a very unique and well regarded product 
called the “Smart Move” which is stocked up to 4.0m wide. The casing can be dropped 
down up to 4.5m before the fabric motor operates as with a notmal screen.

  

List of the Mayfair Electric screens over 3.0m wide

For more details contact your local “Sapphire™” installer/retailer.                                   www.Sapphireav.com

https://www.sapphireav.com/Electric-Smart-Move-Projection-Screens_c_25.html

Min of 3 year Warranty
Your investment is protected 
as all Sapphire non tensioned 
products come with a three year 
warranty. 

For large projects this can be 
extended to 6 years.

AV Cabinet - STRV102L
Comes ready for your hall 
installations to hide equipment/
amps 


